3. CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical analysis and simulation studies revealed that the input inverter’s filter oscillations may appear depending on the location of the vehicle in relation to the substation. Asynchronous motor control according to constant power algorithm under specific conditions may be the reason of vibrations.
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FIGURES

Fig 3 The course of voltage across the capacitor for:

A) \[ L_r=0.022 \text{ [H]}, C_r=0.015 \text{ [F]} \]
B) \[ L_r=0.022 \text{ [H]}, C_r=0.015+1.1 \text{ [F]} \]
C) \[ L_r=0.022+1.1 \text{ [H]}, C_r=0.015 \text{ [F]} \]
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Summary

The paper analyses features of traction transformer design. Secondary windings of the transformer are utilized as a choke of an auxiliary input filter at DC supplying system. Different ways of connection of the secondary winding coils are compared, reachable inductances are determined and forces affecting the coils are computed. The analysis is performed by FEM method for different locomotive operating modes including breakdown service.

1. INTRODUCTION

At all traction vehicles with pulse regulation of the voltage of traction motors or with voltage inverters and asynchronous motors it is necessary to insert an LC input filter. At high power vehicles an inductance of the filter represents relatively high volume and mass, is source of losses and requires cooling.

At bi- and multi-system vehicles a transformer for operation at AC systems is necessary. This transformer usually includes several windings. In principle, it is possible to use inductances of these windings for operation at DC systems. This utilization is known and used for several years (at present BR 189 [2]). This work deals with circumstances at the traction transformer for prepared design of three-system locomotive.

During function of secondary windings as inductances of the input filter the windings are passed through with current with big DC component (hundreds or thousands Amp) and small AC component, with max. current ripple of a few Amps. To avoid supersaturating of transformer magnetic core, it is necessary to connect the windings so as to abolish its DC magnetization. In such case only leakage inductances become evident. However, the shape of magnetic field is in this case absolutely different from the shape of the transformer leakage field during operation at AC system.

For computation of the inductances it is necessary to determine shape of magnetic field excited by the currents of secondary windings. There is a three-dimensional problem, which was solved with respect to possibilities as two plane (two-dimensional) problem. These planes are perpendicular to each other and passes through axis of magnetic column, whereas first plane is in plane of sheets and another plane is perpendicular to the plane of sheets.

For solving of magnetic field software FEMM [1] was used. This software is user friendly and fast. A computation of inductance is performed from energy of magnetic field in area of the coils and current according to formula:

\[ W = \frac{1}{2} \int \int \int \sigma A dV = L \cdot i^2, \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \sigma \) is current density and \( A \) is vector potential in volume element.

The transformer for three-system locomotives consists of one primary winding, which is switchable for systems 25 kV, 50 Hz and 15 kV, 16.7 Hz, and (beside other windings) eight secondary traction windings for supply of pulse rectifiers. A basic circuit diagram, which includes switch for both transformer functions (on AC as well as DC system), is in figure 1.
Tapping points of the secondary windings are connected to the three-position switches, which in drawn position correspond to the operation on DC system and connect always two and two serial / parallel secondary windings as two independent inductances for electric equipment of each bogie. In reverse position the switches connect the windings to the pulse rectifiers and in central position (no drawn) the whole electric equipment of the bogie is switched off in case of its failure.

Fig. 2. Main dimensions of core and arrangement of the secondary windings.

An arrangement of the secondary windings and main dimensions of the core are in Figure 2. For wiring according to Figure 1 it is, with respect to necessity of compensation of DC components even in case of switching off the windings on one column, necessary, so that DC elements compensate on each column separately. To this requirement correspond following cases, whereas always two of them for regular vehicle operation and the last one for its breakdown service (after switching-off one system of windings).

Fig. 3. Field for regular service, alternative 1, \( L=2.936 \text{ mH} \) and alternative 2, \( L=8.280 \text{ mH} \).

Fields for chosen cases and values of consequent inductances for one half of loco and regular and breakdown services are in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

It is also possible to use a connection, when the DC component is compensated only at complete core. Than it is obviously necessary to change connection of windings to the switch so that the compensation was also reached at breakdown service.

Fig. 4. Field for alternative 1 and 2, breakdown service, perpendicular to sheets, \( L=5.607 \text{ mH} \).

Fig. 5. An alternative of connection of windings to the switch for compensation at complete core.

Fig. 6. Field for alternative 4, breakdown service, \( L=6.162 \text{ mH} \).
Tapping points of the secondary windings are connected to the three-position switches, which in drawn position correspond to the operation on DC system and connect always two and two serial / parallel secondary windings as two independent inductances for electric equipment of each bogie. In reverse position the switches connect the windings to the pulse rectifiers and in central position (not drawn) the whole electric equipment of the bogie is switched off in case of its failure.
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**Fig. 2. Main dimensions of core and arrangement of the secondary windings.**

An arrangement of the secondary windings and main dimensions of the core are in Figure 2. For wiring according to Figure 1 it is, with respect to necessity of compensation of DC components even in case of switching off the windings on one column, necessary, so that DC elements compensate on each column separately. To this requirement correspond following cases, whereas always two of them for regular vehicle operation and the last one for its breakdown service (after switching-off one system of windings).
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**Fig. 3. Field for regular service, alternative 1, L=2,936 mH and alternative 2, L=8,280 mH.**

Fields for chosen cases and values of consequent inductances for one half of loco and regular and breakdown services are in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

It is also possible to use a connection, when the DC component is compensated only at complete core. Than it is obviously necessary to change connection of windings to the switch so that the compensation was also reached at breakdown service.
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**Fig. 4. Field for alternative 1 and 2, breakdown service, perpendicular to sheets, L=5,607 mH.**
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**Fig. 5. An alternative of connection of windings to the switch for compensation at complete core.**
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**Fig. 6. Field for alternative 4, breakdown service, L=6,162 mH.**
For wiring of the windings according to Figure 5 conditions for regular service are identical as in case of the alternative 1, for breakdown service the fields and corresponding inductance are in Figure 6 (alternative 4).

Also wiring according to Figure 7 (alternative 3, regular service) is possible. Conditions for breakdown service correspond evidently to the alternative 4.

2. OTHER ASPECTS

So far the alternatives were analyzed from the aspect of reached inductance. However, the way of connection of the coils has impact on other important parameters. The software [1] can also determine these parameters from computed shape of the field.

For alternatives 1, 1a and 3 following forces, which represent influence of the coils in axis direction at current 1074 A, were computed:

- Regular service
  - Alternative 2: 28.3 kN
  - Alternative 3: 7.8 kN
  - Alternative 4: 19.6 kN

- Breakdown service
  - Alternative 2: 13.1 kN

For short circuit currents the forces could be evidently very high.

For service at AC system, when the secondary windings supply pulse rectifiers, mutual couplings of the secondary windings at stepped control are important. Also these couplings depend on arrangement of connection and for mentioned case their values can vary from 0.063 to 0.165.

3. CONCLUSION

It is evident that with convenient connection of the secondary windings of the traction transformer it is possible to affect importantly its final features at DC and AC systems and herewith to reduce equipment of the traction circuit. To achieve the targets, it is necessary to perform more detailed analysis of the magnetic field of the given transformer and possibilities of switching of linked circuits.
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Summary

This paper presents analyses current and voltage harmonic in traction converting substation 3 kV. It researches their rise and influence to three-phase cable line 6 kV, 50 Hz that is used for feeding interlocking plant. Processing of this task is arisen from requirement practice for line Pekčy - Pohľady - Rostoklatty where happened to adverse ratio in particular transmission line of feeding system. It is meant especially about backward influence traction substation rectifier Pekčy to three-phase cable line 6 kV, 50 Hz. At the determine length of the cable line, when resonance frequency of circuit transformer 22 kV, 6 kV and the cable line 6 kV, 50 Hz is approached frequency 550 Hz and 650 Hz (i.e. 11 and 13 harmonics) are happened to so-called "accumulations input reactance of this circuit". That is caused by the leakage of current resonance frequency from traction converting substation to cable line. That produces additional losses and deformation waveform of voltage too. This deformation can be reflected on how interlocking plant is working.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the present, influence of device toward electric surrounding is judged more than at last years. These problems deal with branch EMC (electromagnetic compatibility). In this paper problem of backward influence traction substation rectifier Pekčy to three-phase cable line 6 kV, 50 Hz, which is intended for feeding track-interlocking plant to line Pekčy - Pohľady - Rostoklatty is solved. The solution is transpose three-phase feeding system to single-phase that is created from single models as simplified substitute elements watched circuit. Situation is displayed (Fig. 1).

\[
X_T = \frac{U_{11}}{I_n} \cdot \frac{1}{n^2} \cdot 10^3 \quad [\Omega] \]

where \( X_T \) is alternate reactance transformer, \( U_{11} \) is ratio voltage impedance transformer [%], \( U_n \) is nominal voltage transformer [kV], \( S_n \) is nominal power transformer [kVA].

Providing, that transformer are formed mainly inductive load then we is used for calculation \( L_T \) following relation.

\[
Z_T = X_T + 2f \cdot L_T \]

where \( f \) is frequency [Hz].

Transformer \( T_T \) (110 kV/22 kV):

- Transformer \( T_T \) (110 kV/22 kV):
  - \( S_n = 16.0 \text{ kVA} \), \( u_n = 11.0 \% \)
  - We have to calculated replaced \( L_T \) according to relation (1) and (2) include gearing transformer

2. THEORETICAL PART

2.1. Traction transformer

We are issued from following principle [1] for harmonic when we are wanted to make-up alternative single-phase system for three-phase system:

- Harmonic current sources are considered as ideal power supply except at fundamental harmonic.
- Fundamental harmonic current sources as well as consumer of fundamental harmonic current are replaced by their impedances.
- Impedance of all elements network are converted on frequency calculated harmonics.

The traction transformer has not self-resonance (i.e. it does not amplify and does not also damp current harmonics). It is basically current transformer, which transfer truly harmonics to the 2 kHz. It can be replaced by only longitudinal \( L_T \) for harmonic calculation. The traction transformer is replaced lengthwise impedance, which is calculated from fundamental parameters at linear dependence of leakage reactance on frequency.